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Experience the Mediterranean lifestyle with a Perfect Pergola

Spring is only round the corner – the snowdrops are out and the daffodils are blooming, so it’s an ideal time to take stock and think
about the summer ahead and how to improve the look and layout of your garden. A Perfect Pergola can provide the ideal
environment in which to relax, eat and also give shelter from the summer sunshine (well we can but hope!)
Adrian Valentine, managing director of Perfect Pergolas, is a passionate believer in Brits embracing the Mediterranean lifestyle.
“My view is – why should the southern European countries have all the fun? Buying your own pergola means you can experience a
bit of the good life in your own back garden, and everyone knows that food and drink always taste better outside.” With this in
mind Perfect Pergolas have just launched a number of new products on the website to encourage customers to enjoy a healthy
outdoor lifestyle for all the family.
The BBQ ‘5-in-1’ Cook Out kit makes a perfect accessory to the pergola experience and means that
cooking can take place outdoors all year round. This flexible system includes a black enamelled tripod
which can raise or lower the cooking height (£54.83), a silver chrome traditional BBQ cooking grid
(£27.84), a smart steel stew/chilli cauldren (£42.09) and solid frying surface (£45.54) which, together
with the actual fire pit (£88.96), should encourage even the most reluctant of cooks to get outside and
take a turn stirring the pot. Items can be purchased either separately or as a complete set.
“My aim is to bring a bit of the Mediterranean way of life to these murky shores” says Adrian Valentine
“A pergola can provide one of the simplest and easiest ways to create an entertaining experience with
friends & family – while also quietly imagining the gentle lapping of the warm azure sea in the
background!” he adds.
Perfect Pergolas only use timber from sustainable sources and offer a 10 year guarantee. Prices start at
£299.95 (incl. delivery) for a pergola and both garden accessories and pergolas can be ordered via the
website and come with easy to use assembly instructions.
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